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1.0 OVERVIEW 1 

Centra Gas Manitoba Inc. (“Centra”) is a wholly-owned subsidiary of Manitoba Hydro and is 2 

the only distributor of natural gas in the Province of Manitoba. Centra serves approximately 3 

290,000 customers in the residential, commercial, and industrial sectors through 4 

approximately 10,550 km of natural gas pipelines. 5 

 6 

The purpose of this Application is to review Centra’s Cost of Service Methodology as directed 7 

by the Public Utilities Board of Manitoba (“PUB”) in Order 152/19 which followed Centra’s 8 

2019/20 General Rate Application (“GRA”). The last comprehensive external review of 9 

Centra’s Cost of Service Methodology was conducted by R.J. Rudden Associates, Inc., which 10 

was considered as part of Centra’s 1996 Cost of Service Methodology and Rate Design 11 

Review. The PUB approved the proposed Cost of Service Methodology changes with the 12 

issuance of Order 107/96. While there have been some modifications to the Cost of Service 13 

Methodology in the ensuing years, as well as a subsequent assessment by Christensen and 14 

Associates completed in 2010 as part of their review of Manitoba Hydro’s Cost of Service 15 

Study for the electric operations, the underlying methodological approach has remained 16 

relatively unchanged.  17 

 18 

In January 2020, Centra advised the PUB that it planned to retain an independent expert to 19 

assist in addressing the specific cost allocation issues raised during the 2019/20 GRA. The 20 

PUB issued Order 49/20 in April 2020 with respect to Centra’s plan to retain a consultant: 21 

 22 

“The Board expects that the independent expert will be in a position to provide 23 

a variety of alternative cost of service study methodology options, each 24 

alternative supported by reasons, such that Centra and other Parties will be 25 

able to focus their recommendations on the best practices for Manitoba’s 26 

specific circumstances. The Board acknowledges that the use of independent 27 

experts can bring efficiencies to the public hearing process provided that their 28 

evidence is fair, objective, and non-partisan.” 29 

 30 
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Centra issued an initial Request for Proposal (“RFP”) in January 2020, but the RFP did not 1 

proceed due to the COVID-19 pandemic. Centra reissued the RFP in October 2020 and 2 

received proposals from seven consultants. The Terms of Reference for this review are 3 

documented in the RFP which is provided as an attachment to the response to PUB Minimum 4 

Filing Requirement (“MFR”) 1. Following an assessment of the proposals, Atrium Economics 5 

LLC (“Atrium”) was engaged as the successful consultant.  6 

 7 

Atrium performed an in-depth review of Centra’s Cost of Service Methodology with 8 

consideration of the issues raised in the 2019/20 GRA, as well as industry best practices. In 9 

performing their review, Atrium met with Centra’s subject matter experts in order to gain an 10 

understanding of Centra’s gas transmission and distribution system operations and 11 

engineering practices, to review the physical configuration of the system, and to discuss the 12 

procurement of gas commodity and capacity-related resources from upstream suppliers. In 13 

addition, Atrium reviewed a working copy of Centra’s Cost of Service Study model and 14 

assessed Centra’s current method for functionalizing, classifying and allocating Revenue 15 

Requirement. Atrium’s written report on the review of Centra’s Cost of Service 16 

Methodology, including its recommendations, is provided as Appendix 1 to this Application.  17 

 18 

Centra has reviewed and assessed Atrium’s recommendations and has provided its response 19 

to these recommendations in Section 4.0 of this Application.  Based on this review Centra is 20 

proposing the following amendments to its Cost of Service Methodology: 21 

 Replace Peak and Average with a Coincident Peak Day allocation method for 22 

transmission mains and the demand component of distribution mains. 23 

 Utilize Direct Assignment of transmission plant to the Special Contract and Power 24 

Stations Classes. 25 

 Refresh the development of the customer component of distribution mains using either 26 

a zero intercept or minimum system method. 27 

 Replace the Peak and Average allocator for upstream capacity costs with a Coincident 28 

Peak Day allocation for year-round pipeline capacity, and Winter Season Demand in 29 

excess of Summer Season Demand for storage and related pipeline capacity. 30 
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This Application includes an overview of Centra’s existing Cost of Service Methodology, a 1 

discussion of the issues raised during the 2019/20 GRA, Centra’s response to Atrium’s 2 

recommendations and resulting rate design considerations.   3 
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2.0 CENTRA’S COST OF SERVICE STUDY 1 

 2 

The Cost of Service Study describes how the costs of serving various customer classes are 3 

identified. It is a tool relied upon when setting just and reasonable rates as it estimates the 4 

cost to provide a specific service to a class of customers. Customer classes are groupings of 5 

customers which exhibit similar characteristics that are important in determining the costs 6 

for their service. Centra defines “cost” as the actual embedded cost incurred to operate the 7 

utility. Some costs may be readily identified as the costs to serve a specific customer class; 8 

however, the majority are generally shared by customers. As a result, there is a need to 9 

establish some basis to distribute these shared costs to the appropriate customer classes.   10 

 11 

Customer classes currently served by Centra include:  12 

 13 

 Small General Service Class (“SGS”) – Residential (“SGS-R”) and small commercial (“SGS-14 

C”) customers with an annual consumption less than 680,000 m3. 15 

 Large General Service Class (“LGS”) – Medium-sized commercial and industrial 16 

customers with annual consumption less than 680,000 m3. 17 

 High Volume Firm Class (“HVF”) – Commercial and industrial customers where annual 18 

consumption exceeds 680,000 m3. 19 

 Mainline Firm Class (“MLC”) – Commercial and industrial customers where annual 20 

consumption exceeds 680,000 m3 and where the customer is served directly from 21 

Centra’s transmission system or through dedicated distribution facilities at high pressure. 22 

 Interruptible Class (“IC”) – Commercial and industrial customers where annual 23 

consumption must exceed 680,000 m3, and where their service may be interrupted from 24 

time to time upon notice from Centra. 25 

 Special Contract Class (“SC”) – Special Contract service is provided through a written 26 

agreement between Centra and a customer which governs gas service to the customer. 27 

 Power Stations Class (“PS”) – Service to electrical generating stations which use natural 28 

gas in the production of electricity, service is provided through a written agreement 29 

between Centra and the customer. 30 

 31 
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A full description of Centra’s customer classes is outlined in Centra’s Schedule of Sales and 1 

Transportation Services and Rates that are approved by the PUB, relevant excerpts of which 2 

are included in Appendix 2. 3 

 4 

2.1 COST OF SERVICE STUDY OBJECTIVES 5 

 6 

Centra’s Cost of Service Methodology and approach to rate design are driven primarily by 7 

cost causation. While all cost of service studies generally follow the same three-step 8 

sequential process for allocating the costs to be recovered among the utility’s customer 9 

classes (as discussed in Section 2.2 below), there can be a wide range of methodologies that 10 

are considered to reasonably reflect cost causation.  Cost causation refers to the allocation 11 

of overall Revenue Requirement to each customer class on the basis of what or who is 12 

causing the costs to be incurred, to the extent practical.  As a result, the methods used to 13 

apportion costs should consider the operating characteristics, reasons for investment, and 14 

business practices of the utility.  15 

 16 

The Cost of Service Study not only provides information on the total cost to serve specific 17 

classes of customers, but also provides information on the nature of the costs, whether those 18 

costs are fixed or variable, and the factors that affect the variability of the costs.  Given the 19 

overriding principle that rates reflect the costs incurred, this information is used in 20 

determining an appropriate rate design. 21 

 22 

Cost causation may be the dominant factor in determining the appropriate level of rates for 23 

a class of customers, but it is not the only factor to be considered. Since at least 1996, 24 

Manitoba has recognized “non-cost causal” factors in the setting of fair and reasonable 25 

natural gas distribution rates. Rates may be considered to be fair and equitable when they 26 

reasonably reflect the costs incurred to provide the service. The concept that rates should 27 

not be unduly discriminatory suggests that rates can be different for the various groups of 28 

customers provided there is a reasonable and rational basis for the difference. This 29 

difference may be the result of the nature of the service being provided or the recognition 30 

that different costs may be incurred to provide a service to different groups of customers. 31 
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In addition to the key principles of cost-causality and fairness, Centra’s current PUB-1 

approved Cost of Service Study and rate design include:  2 

 Rates reflect embedded costs and are set to recover Centra’s approved Revenue 3 

Requirement; 4 

 Costs are segregated to reflect the nature of the costs: 5 

o Fixed (customer-related, capacity-related) 6 

o Variable (commodity-related);  7 

 Rates are set on the postage stamp rate principle and do not give consideration to 8 

geographic location; and, 9 

 Rates are set at unity (i.e. Revenue Cost Coverage of 100%) based explicitly on the results 10 

of the Cost of Service Study. This practice has been in place since 1997 and was approved 11 

by the PUB in Order 8/97 as follows:  12 

 13 

 “In approving Centra's new cost of service methodology and rate design 14 

proposals in Order 107/96, the Board accepted the peak and average demand 15 

allocator as being appropriate because it was of the opinion that this method 16 

reflected the proper mix of system capacity cost causation and system 17 

operation. In that Order, the Board expressed the hope that this allocation 18 

methodology could be used for many years. The Board considers that 19 

concepts of customer class equity and fairness have been accommodated at 20 

the cost of service phase and agrees that further equity and fairness 21 

considerations, as reflected by R/C requirements, should be based on 22 

recovering 100% of the costs as determined by the cost of service study. The 23 

Board will require that R/C ratios be at unity.” 24 

  25 
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2.2 COST OF SERVICE STUDY PROCESS 1 

 2 

Centra’s Cost of Service Study is based on the forecast of costs for a single test year period. 3 

The total cost of service or Revenue Requirement includes the following components 4 

outlined in the figure below: 5 

 6 

Figure 1: Cost of Service Components 7 

 8 
 9 

The study involves a three-step sequential process that follows the standard industry 10 

approach of functionalization, classification and allocation of assets and costs to customer 11 

classes.   12 

  13 

Cost of 
Service

Cost of Gas

Other Income

Operating & Administrative Expense

Depreciation & Amortization Expense

Capital & Other Taxes

Finance Expense

Corporate Allocations

Net Income (Loss)
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Figure 2: Functionalization, Classification and Allocation Process 1 

 2 

2.2.1 FUNCTIONALIZATION 3 

Functionalization involves apportioning costs into broadly defined groups (“functions”) 4 

which describe the purpose or function of the costs. In the case of Centra, there are six 5 

functions: Production, Pipeline, Storage, Transmission, Distribution and Onsite. The first 6 

three functions include the expenses that are incurred upstream of (or prior to) Centra’s 7 

transmission and distribution system, and the next three functions include the expenses that 8 

are incurred downstream of, or within Centra’s transmission and distribution system. A brief 9 

description of each of these functions is listed in the Figure below.  10 

 11 

Figure 3: Function Descriptions 12 

   

Upstream 

Functions 

Production Production costs include the commodity costs of gas supply 

purchased and flowed directly to the market, including 

Canadian sourced supply purchased at the Alberta border 

plus fuel costs to transport the gas to the Manitoba receipt 

points, and gas supply purchased from U.S. sources. 

Step 1: 
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Production costs also include the cost of gas withdrawn 

from storage to supply the Manitoba load. 

 Pipeline Pipeline costs include the fixed and variable costs of 

transporting gas on the TransCanada Pipelines Limited 

(“TCPL”) system from Empress, Alberta to Centra’s 

transmission and distribution system, i.e. Centra’s 

Manitoba receipt gates.  

 Storage Storage costs include the fixed and variable costs of storage 

services, but do not include the cost of the commodity 

itself that is withdrawn from storage to supply the 

Manitoba load. All U.S. pipeline charges, both fixed and 

variable, including U.S. fuel costs, are included in this 

function.  

Downstream 

Functions 

Transmission Transmission costs include the capital and operating costs 

of Centra’s high-pressure transmission system, plus the 

cost of Unaccounted for Gas (“UFG”) that occurs on 

Centra’s transmission and distribution system. All UFG 

costs are included in the Transmission function for cost 

allocation purposes, in order to ensure that all customer 

classes are allocated their appropriate share of the UFG 

costs regardless of whether they are served from Centra’s 

transmission or distribution system.  

 Distribution Distribution costs include the capital and operating costs of 

Centra’s high, medium, and low-pressure distribution 

systems.  

 Onsite Onsite costs include capital and operating costs of Centra’s 

investment in service lines, meters, and other equipment 

installed on customers’ premises, plus the costs of 

customer accounting and customer service.  

 1 

 2 
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2.2.2 CLASSIFYING COSTS  1 

The classification process involves identifying the basis of the variability of the costs that 2 

have been functionalized and grouping the costs accordingly. Centra classifies costs as 3 

follows: 4 

 5 

Figure 4: Costs Classification 6 

Classification   

Energy 

(Commodity) 

 

Costs that are directly affected by the volume of gas purchased.  

 

 

Customer 

 

 

Costs that are directly affected by the number of customers attached to 

the system.  

 

 

Demand 

(Capacity) 

Costs that are directly affected by the need to meet daily peak 

requirements or peak requirements of other time periods resulting in 

contracted daily deliverability commitments on TCPL or other supply 

options, as well as the capacities of Centra's own transmission and 

distribution system.  

 

 7 

For Centra, Production, Pipeline, and Storage costs are classified to Demand and commodity 8 

components. Transmission costs are predominantly demand-related, since transmission is 9 

planned to be able to transport natural gas at the time of maximum demand in the system. 10 

Distribution costs are classified to Demand and customer components. Onsite costs are 11 

classified exclusively to the customer component.  12 

 13 

2.2.3 ALLOCATION OF COSTS  14 

The cost allocation process “allocates” the costs that have been functionalized and classified 15 

to the customer classes. The classification of costs as “commodity-related”, “customer-16 

related”, and “capacity-related” provides broad guidelines as to how these costs should be 17 
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allocated to the customer classes.  Costs that have been classified as customer-related will 1 

be allocated to the various customer classes on some basis of customer count by class. Costs 2 

that have been classified as commodity-related will be allocated to the various customer 3 

classes based on the class-specific delivered volumes. Costs classified as Demand are 4 

allocated based on a customer class’s contribution to the system peak. In addition, to the 5 

customer classes described in Appendix 2, Centra also includes Primary Gas, Supplemental 6 

Firm and Supplemental Interruptible classes for the purposes of assigning costs and deriving 7 

an appropriate overhead rate related to non-gas costs. Centra’s main allocators are 8 

discussed in more detail in Section 2.4.3.  9 

 10 

The figure below summarizes Centra’s functionalization, classification and allocation steps: 11 

 12 

Figure 5: Summary of Functionalization, Classification and Allocation 13 

 14 

  15 

Function Classification Allocation

Production Energy (Commodity) Allocated on the basis of gas volumes

Pipeline Demand (Capacity) Allocated on the Basis of Peak and Average

Energy (Commodity) Allocated on the basis of gas volumes

Storage Demand (Capacity) Allocated on the Basis of Peak and Average

Energy (Commodity) Allocated on the basis of gas volumes

Transmission Demand (Capacity) Allocated on the Basis of Peak and Average

Energy (Commodity) Allocated on the basis of gas volumes

Distribution Demand (Capacity) Allocated on the Basis of Peak and Average

Customer Allocated on the basis of customer count

Onsite Customer Allocated on the basis of customer count
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2.3 COST COMPONENTS 1 

 2 

The Cost of Service Study functionalizes, classifies and allocates Centra’s Rate Base and 3 

Revenue Requirement to customer classes. While Rate Base does not ultimately form part 4 

of the rates to be paid by customers, the results of its allocation are used to drive the 5 

allocation of certain Revenue Requirement items to the various customer classes. The main 6 

components of Rate Base and Revenue Requirement are detailed below. Descriptions, 7 

including the functionalization, classification and allocation factors for the remaining items 8 

can be found in Appendix 3.   9 

 10 

2.3.1 RATE BASE 11 

Centra’s Rate Base consists of its investment in Gas Plant in Service, less accumulated 12 

depreciation, plus an allowance for working capital necessary to operate the business, less 13 

any contributions made by customers towards the construction of Centra’s plant 14 

(contributions in aid of construction).  15 

 16 

Figure 6: Rate Base Components 17 

 18 
 19 

Gas Plant in Service refers to the capital assets used in providing natural gas service to 20 

customers. The working capital allowance consists of a cash working capital requirement 21 

plus gas storage inventory, investment in Demand Side Management (“DSM”), regulatory 22 

and site restoration costs, less customer security deposits.  23 

 24 

Rate 
Base

Gas Plant in Service

less Accumulated Depreciation

plus Working Capital

less Contributions in Aid of Construction
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Contributions in aid of construction are collected from customers, municipalities and 1 

government to offset construction and operating costs of facilities to ensure the feasibility 2 

of a particular project. Construction contributions, net of amortization, are a reduction in the 3 

calculation of Rate Rase.  4 

 5 

Centra functionalizes, classifies and allocates each of the components of Rate Base to 6 

customer classes. The results of the allocation of Rate Base are used to drive the allocation 7 

of certain cost of service components such as Finance Expense, Capital Taxes, Corporate 8 

Allocation and Net Income to various customer classes. 9 

 10 

Gas Plant in Service is the largest component of Rate Base and consists primarily of Centra’s 11 

natural gas transmission and distribution system assets as well as General Plant and 12 

Intangible Plant assets. The Gas Plant in Service balance used for determining Rate Base is 13 

based on the average of the opening and closing gross cost of in-service plant assets for the 14 

test year. Centra’s main components of Gas Plant in Service are discussed below. 15 

 16 

Transmission plant is defined as pipelines with operating pressures above 1900 kPa and 17 

associated transmission pressure pipeline valves and fittings, and all pressure reducing 18 

stations with direct interconnection to the TCPL Mainline. Mains make up the largest 19 

component of transmission plant and include the installed cost of transmission mains 20 

between a station’s discharge valve and the next station’s inlet valve, including pipe from 21 

receiving meters to delivery meters. It also includes the installed cost of meters, gauges, 22 

regulators and associated equipment used for measuring and regulating natural gas in 23 

transmission operations. Transmission plant is functionalized as Transmission, classified to 24 

Demand and allocated using the Peak and Average method (discussed in Section 2.4.3).  25 

 26 

Figure 7: Transmission Allocation 27 

Plant Item Function Classification Allocation 

Transmission Plant Transmission Demand Peak and Average 

 28 
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Distribution Plant is defined as pipelines with operating pressures less than or equal to 1900 1 

kPa and includes all pressure reducing stations downstream of transmission station plant, all 2 

farm taps and farm tap inlet piping and all associated pipeline valves, fittings, service lines 3 

and customer meter set assemblies.  4 

 5 

Distribution Mains, Services and Meters are the largest components of Distribution Plant. 6 

Distribution Mains are functionalized to Distribution, classified to both Demand and 7 

Customer based on the minimum system method discussed in Section 2.4.2. The demand 8 

portion of costs is allocated using the Peak and Average method, while the customer costs 9 

are allocated based on customer count.   10 

 11 

Services, which include the installed cost of service pipes from the point at which the main 12 

is tapped to and including the meter shut off stop, are functionalized as Onsite, classified as 13 

Customer and allocated based on the service line investments by customer class derived 14 

through the Services Line Study.  15 

 16 

Also included as part of Distribution Plant is the cost of meters or devices for use in 17 

measuring the quantity of gas delivered to customers, whether they are currently in service 18 

or held in reserve. Meters are functionalized as Onsite and classified as Customer. The meter 19 

records are maintained so that the utility can provide information on the number of meters 20 

of various capacities in service and in reserve as well as the location of each meter. This 21 

information forms the basis of the Meter Study which weights customer count by the relative 22 

cost of metering equipment by customer class and capacity for the purpose of allocating 23 

meter costs to each customer class.  24 

 25 

Figure 8: Distribution Allocation 26 

Plant Item Function Classification Allocation 

Distribution 

Mains 

Distribution Demand – 67% 

Customer – 33% 

Peak and Average 

Customer number 
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Services Onsite Customer Service Investment by 

customer class 

Meters Onsite Customer Meter Investment by customer 

class 

 1 

General Plant includes components such as land not specific to distribution or transmission 2 

operations, costs of structures and related facilities used for general utility operations not 3 

recorded elsewhere such as buildings, fencing, office furniture and equipment, and 4 

computer equipment development. General Plant is largely functionalized based on 5 

operating costs which results in each of the six functions being assigned a portion of general 6 

equipment.  The functionalization recognizes that General Plant largely exists to support 7 

employees in all operational areas, or the indirect staff who support services to these 8 

employees. Using operating costs as the basis of functionalization results in the General Plant 9 

being functionalized consistent with the labour costs of the related staff.  10 

 11 

Intangible Plant includes costs such as computer application development, land easements, 12 

franchises and consents. These costs are functionalized based on Plant in Service which 13 

results in a portion going to the Transmission, Distribution and Onsite functions.  It is then 14 

classified and allocated in proportion to the Plant in Service in each function.  15 

 16 

2.3.2 REVENUE REQUIREMENT 17 

I. COST OF GAS 18 

The cost of gas is the most significant cost that Centra incurs and includes the supply of gas 19 

molecules, as well as the pipeline transportation and storage arrangements necessary to 20 

bring the gas molecules to Manitoba. Gas costs are passed on to customers in their rates 21 

without any mark-up or profit to Centra. To ensure that only the cost of gas, no more and no 22 

less, is passed on to customers, Centra maintains a number of Purchased Gas Variance 23 

Accounts, which record the differences between the cost of gas embedded in sales rates and 24 

the actual cost of gas incurred by Centra. These differences are periodically either refunded 25 

to or collected from customers by way of rate riders that either decrease (i.e. refund to 26 
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customers) or add to (i.e. recover from customers) the base sales rates and form part of the 1 

billed rates that are charged to customers.  2 

 3 

The cost of gas is comprised of all upstream expenses and a small amount of downstream 4 

costs incurred in the procurement and delivery of natural gas to the Manitoba marketplace. 5 

Commodity supply costs include both Primary Gas that is sourced from Western Canada, 6 

representing the majority of Centra’s supply and Supplemental Gas which includes supplies 7 

from U.S. and other Canadian sources. Transportation costs are incurred as gas is moved 8 

from both Alberta and the U.S. to Manitoba, including deliveries to and from Michigan-based 9 

storage facilities. Lastly, downstream costs included in the cost of gas relate to UFG costs on 10 

Centra’s transmission and distribution system as well as Minell Pipeline charges. 11 

 12 

Fixed costs associated with transportation of gas to Manitoba on the TCPL Mainline are 13 

functionalized to Pipeline, while the fixed costs on the US pipeline that exist as a result of 14 

storage requirements are functionalized to Storage. Ultimately, this treatment results in no 15 

difference to the allocation of costs or customers’ rates as both costs are classified as 16 

Demand and allocated to customers based on Peak and Average (PAVG). 17 

 18 

Variable Transportation costs are primarily associated with transporting gas on the US 19 

pipeline including related compressor fuel costs. These costs are functionalized as Storage, 20 

classified as Energy and allocated based on winter volumes.  21 

 22 

Commodity costs are functionalized to Production with the exception of UFG that is 23 

functionalized to Transmission. The treatment for UFG is to ensure that all customer classes 24 

are allocated their appropriate share of the UFG costs regardless of whether they are served 25 

from Centra’s transmission or distribution system. All commodity costs are classified as 26 

energy-related. UFG is allocated based on the percentages established through Order 27 

131/04 and other commodity supply costs are allocated to the Primary Supply, Supplemental 28 

Supply for Firm customers and Supplemental Supply for Interruptible customers. Western 29 

Canadian supply costs are allocated directly to Primary Gas. US supplies are allocated 30 

between Firm and Interruptible Supplemental Gas based on daily load curves. Although 31 
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Primary Gas, Supplemental Firm Gas and Supplemental Interruptible are not classes in the 1 

same sense as SGS for example, they are treated as discrete customer classes for cost 2 

allocation purposes in order to determine the Primary Gas and Supplemental Gas overhead 3 

rates.  4 

 5 

Refinements related to Rate Re-bundling Application 6 

Currently, compressor fuel at Empress is functionalized to Production and consequently 7 

included in the Primary Gas Rate. However, with the change in receipt point from Empress 8 

to AECO expected to take effect November 1, 2022, as discussed in Centra’s Rate Re-bundling 9 

Application, compressor fuel at Empress will be functionalized to Pipeline and included in 10 

transportation rates similarly as compressor fuel costs from other locations. 11 

 12 

In addition, the Nova Gas Transmission Line transportation costs from AECO to Empress, 13 

which are currently treated as commodity costs and recovered through the Primary Gas 14 

Rate, will also be functionalized to Pipeline and included in transportation rates.   15 

 16 

II. OTHER REVENUE 17 

Centra functionalizes, classifies and allocates Other Revenue to customer classes as an offset 18 

to Revenue Requirement. Other Revenue includes late payment charges, broker revenue 19 

and miscellaneous revenue. Where possible Centra attempts to allocate the revenue 20 

specifically to those classes from which it receives the revenue (late payment, broker 21 

revenue). Miscellaneous revenue is allocated more broadly on the basis of operating 22 

expenses.  23 

 24 

III. OPERATING & ADMINISTRATIVE EXPENSES 25 

Operating and Administrative (“O&A”) expenses are comprised primarily of labour and 26 

benefits, materials, contracted services and overhead costs associated with operating and 27 

maintaining all facilities of the corporation and providing services to customers.   28 

 29 

Centra utilizes O&A programs to organize costs by the nature of the work performed. The 30 

“program view” includes cost components such as labour, materials, supplies and external 31 
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services organized by program.  Programs are categorized into one of three groupings: 1 

Customer Service & Corporate Relations, Operations & Maintenance or Organizational 2 

Support.   3 

 4 

Most of the programs included in Customer Service & Corporate Relations, as well as several 5 

in the Operations & Maintenance category (Load Forecast, Metering, Plant Failures & 6 

Emergencies), are functionalized as Onsite and classified as Customer. Other programs in the 7 

Operations & Maintenance category such as Regulating Station Maintenance, Distribution 8 

Maintenance and System Performance & Reliability are functionalized to Transmission, 9 

Distribution and Onsite and classified as Demand and Customer. Each program utilizes a 10 

distinct allocation factor to allocate costs to customer classes. The description of key 11 

allocators is provided in Section 2.4.3.  12 

 13 

Organizational Support programs include the overhead costs that are not included in all 14 

other programs. They are functionalized, classified and allocated in the same proportion that 15 

total operating and maintenance expenses were assigned. The functionalization recognizes 16 

that these costs are incurred to support employees in all operational areas, and results in 17 

the Organizational Support costs being functionalized consistent with the labour costs of the 18 

related staff.  19 

 20 

IV. DEPRECIATION & AMORTIZATION 21 

Depreciation Expense is functionalized, classified and allocated in proportion to the 22 

corresponding Plant in Service accounts. 23 

 24 

Amortization of DSM investment is functionalized to Transmission, classified as Energy and 25 

allocated based on forecast customer class participation in DSM programs.  26 

 27 

V. CAPITAL & OTHER TAXES 28 

Capital & Other Taxes include payments made to the Province of Manitoba for capital and 29 

payroll taxes, business and property taxes paid to the various municipalities in Manitoba and 30 

deferred taxes related to the one-time tax payment made by Centra as a result of the 31 
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acquisition by Manitoba Hydro in 1999. The bulk of the payments are made up of Municipal 1 

Taxes, allocated on the basis of Total Plant in Service, as well as Corporate Capital and Income 2 

Taxes, allocated on the basis of Rate Base to ensure taxes are allocated consistently with the 3 

associated plant that drives the tax burden.  4 

 5 

VI. FINANCE EXPENSE 6 

Finance expense consists of costs associated with Centra’s financing activities. The largest 7 

component of Finance Expense is gross interest expense on Centra’s portfolio of short- and 8 

long-term debt, as well as the Provincial Debt Guarantee Fee. Finance Expense is also 9 

affected or partially offset by several other components including the amortization of debt 10 

discounts, interest on common assets and interest capitalized for capital projects under 11 

construction. These costs are functionalized, classified and allocated on the basis of Rate 12 

Base. Use of a Rate Base approach ensures that Finance Expense is allocated consistently 13 

with the associated plant that drives Finance Expense.  14 

 15 

VII. CORPORATE ALLOCATION 16 

The amount of $12.0 million that is allocated to Centra represents Centra’s share of the total 17 

annual interest on the debt incurred by Manitoba Hydro to acquire Centra as well as the 18 

amortization of the related acquisition and integration costs incurred by Manitoba Hydro. 19 

These costs are functionalized, classified and allocated on the basis of Rate Base.  20 

 21 

VIII. NET INCOME (LOSS) 22 

Centra functionalizes, classifies and allocates Net Income based on Rate Base. Allocating Net 23 

Income on this basis effectively treats Net Income as a return on investment, a cost most 24 

reasonably viewed as driven by the net investment of the utility.  25 

  26 
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2.4 DEVELOPMENT OF FUNCTIONALIZATION, CLASSIFICATION AND ALLOCATION 1 

FACTORS 2 

 3 

Centra utilizes functionalization, classification and allocation factors to assign costs to the 4 

customer classes. In preparing the Cost of Service Study, Centra updates all factors to reflect 5 

the latest forecast data. Appendix 3 provides Centra’s full list of factors and their description.  6 

 7 

2.4.1 FUNCTIONALIZATION FACTORS 8 

Functionalization factors are factors used to assign components of Rate Base and Revenue 9 

Requirement to Centra’s six functions. Some factors functionalize costs into a single function 10 

such as: PROD (Production), PIPE (Pipeline), STOR (Storage), TRANS (Transmission), DIST 11 

(Distribution) and ONSITE (Onsite). Other factors functionalize costs in proportion to other 12 

costs.  For example, DISTPT (Distribution Plant) and TRANSPT (Transmission Plant) will assign 13 

costs to each function in the same proportion that the respective plant was assigned to each 14 

function. Other key functionalization factors Total Plant In Service (TPIS), Rate Base 15 

(RATEBASE) and Operating Expenses (OPEXP) are discussed below. 16 

 17 

Total Plant in Service (TPIS) is used to functionalize items such as Intangible Plant that are 18 

not attributable to a specific function. This factor functionalizes costs to Transmission, 19 

Distribution and Onsite in the same proportion as Total Plant in Service excluding General 20 

Plant.  21 

 22 

Rate Base (RATEBASE) is used to functionalize items such as Corporate Taxes, Finance 23 

Expense, Corporate Allocation and Net Income. This factor functionalizes costs to all six 24 

functions in the same proportion that Total Rate Base is functionalized.  25 

 26 

Operating Expenses (OPEXP) is used to functionalize Revenue Requirement items included 27 

in the Organizations Support Programs. Since these programs are viewed as supporting all 28 

operational areas, this factor functionalizes costs to all six functions in the same proportion 29 

that Total O&A Expenses are functionalized.   30 

 31 
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2.4.2 CLASSIFICATION FACTORS 1 

Classification factors are used to classify costs to Demand, Energy and Customer 2 

components. Many of Centra’s classification factors classify costs exclusively to either Energy 3 

(Commodity), Demand (Capacity) or Customer. Other factors classify costs proportionately 4 

with how other costs such as functionalized plant or functionalized operating expenses are 5 

classified. For example, PRODPT classifies costs in the same proportion that all other costs in 6 

the production plant category are classified, PRODO&M classifies costs in the same 7 

proportion as O&A costs in the Production function are classified.  8 

 9 

To support the classification of costs that show characteristics of more than one cost driver 10 

external studies (i.e. studies performed by Centra outside of the Cost of Service study) are 11 

generally required to determine the appropriate split. The Minimum Plant (MINPLANT) 12 

classification factor, for example, is used to classify Distribution Mains. Centra’s Distribution 13 

function is seen as having both demand characteristics, in that it needs to have sufficient 14 

capacity to meet the demands of customers, and customer characteristics, in that the system 15 

needs to reach every customer requesting service. Centra uses the results of a historic 16 

diameter-length study to derive the classification split for Distribution Mains between 17 

demand-related and customer-related costs. The diameter-length study is closely related to 18 

minimum grid-type studies, which provide a theoretical calculation of the minimum size of 19 

Distribution Plant required to connect customers. The resulting classification of distribution 20 

mains is 67% demand-related and 33% customer-related. 21 

 22 

2.4.3 ALLOCATION FACTORS 23 

Allocation factors are used to allocate costs to Centra’s customer classes and typically 24 

include factors based on demand, energy and the number of customers. Centra’s allocation 25 

factors reflect the nature of the functionalized and classified costs.  26 

 27 

For example, customer-related costs are allocated to customer classes on some basis of 28 

customer count; whereas, commodity-related costs are allocated to customer classes based 29 

on volumes consumed by class, which can include “total sales volumes” (COM-T), or “system 30 

sales” only (COM1) thus excluding “T-Service” (Transportation Service) volumes. 31 
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 1 

Demand-related costs are allocated to customer classes based on some variation of the Peak 2 

and Average allocator. The Peak and Average method considers two factors in the allocation 3 

of capacity costs to each respective customer class. As the title suggests, the class’ 4 

contribution to the system peak day is one component, and the class’ respective share of 5 

total annual system throughput is the other component.  The system load factor is used to 6 

weight the average daily demand and “one minus the system load factor” is used to weight 7 

the system peak day demand. A Peak and Average allocator is calculated for each level of 8 

the system, with the weighting factors varying accordingly to reflect how customer classes 9 

use that level of the system.   10 

 11 

Peak and Average demand is calculated for upstream costs (Pipeline and Storage), 12 

transmission, town border stations (M&R), and distribution mains.  Variations include “Peak 13 

and Average transmission” (PAVG-T) which allocates Centra’s transmission system costs and, 14 

“Peak and Average distribution" (PAVG-D) which allocates Centra’s distribution system. All 15 

variations of “Peak and Average” factors are defined in Appendix 3. These variations ensure 16 

that customer classes are only allocated the costs of the level of the system they use: T-17 

Service customers are excluded from the upstream allocation factor; all customers are 18 

included in the transmission allocation factor;  the Special Contract and Power Station classes 19 

are excluded from the allocator used for Town Border Stations; and the distribution allocator 20 

excludes Special Contract, Power Stations and Mainline customers.  21 

 22 

In preparing the Cost of Service Study, Centra performs a number of studies to derive 23 

external allocation factors. The term “external” refers to the fact that these allocation factors 24 

are based on data that is from outside of the Cost of Service Study itself as opposed to 25 

“internal” allocators that are based on the results of other allocations that are performed 26 

within the Cost of Service Study. Centra performed, for example, external studies for meters, 27 

service lines, UFG, DSM, and some of the O&A costs. The table below provides a description 28 

of the external studies used to develop allocators for customer-related costs.  Most of these 29 

allocators are derivations of weighted customer counts to recognize that some customers 30 

are more expensive to serve than others.   31 
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 1 

Figure 9: Allocation Factors Descriptions 2 

Allocator Name Allocation 
Factor 

Description 

Billing & Collections BILLCOLL Billing & Collections costs are allocated based on the 
number of customers weighted by the effort required 
to bill & collect payments in each customer class  

Customer Contact 
Center 

CNTCCNTR Customer Contact Center costs are allocated based 
on estimated call volumes by class 

Customer & Public 
Relations 

CUSTREL Customer & Public Relations costs are allocated 
based on a composite allocation factor derived from 
customer numbers weighted differently for the 
specific expense categories  

Customer Safety CUSTSAFE Customer Safety costs are allocated based on a 
composite allocation factor derived from customer 
numbers weighted differently for the specific 
expense categories (Safety Watching, Odor related 
calls, Customers education & safety) 

Dispatch WORKCOORD Dispatch costs are allocated based on the average 
number of service order calls by customer class 

Meter Reading  METERREADING Meter Reading costs are allocated in proportion to 
monthly meter reading costs by each class derived 
from the meter reading data from Manitoba Hydro 
Utility Services 
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Customer Inspections CUSTINSP A portion of Customer Inspection costs functionalized 

to Onsite and classified as customer-related are 
allocated based on customer numbers: the customer 
equipment problem program is allocated to SGS 
customers, equipment inspection is allocated to all 
customers based on the number of customers in each 
class 

  1 
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3.0 COST OF SERVICE ISSUES RAISED IN THE 2019/20 GRA 1 

 2 

One area of focus in Centra's last GRA proceeding was the allocation of transmission costs. 3 

Since the 2013/14 GRA, Centra made significant additions to transmission assets causing a 4 

change in the relative proportion of Rate Base that is transmission-related versus that which 5 

is distribution-related. As expected, customers that only use Centra’s transmission system 6 

(such as those in the Mainline and Special Contract Class) saw a relatively higher increase in 7 

costs compared to customers who are allocated both Transmission and Distribution costs. In 8 

response, parties raised the following considerations related to Centra's Cost of Service 9 

Study:  10 

 11 

 The method of allocation of transmission-related costs (Peak and Average, Coincident 12 

Peak, Direct Assignment);  13 

 The appropriateness of "postage stamp" ratemaking currently used by Centra; and  14 

 The introduction of a zone of reasonableness in setting rates.  15 

 16 

Allocation of Transmission-related Costs 17 

As discussed in Section 2.3.1 Centra’s Transmission Plant is classified as capacity-related and 18 

allocated to each customer class using the Peak and Average allocator. Concerns were raised 19 

with respect to the continued use of this methodology considering the significant increase 20 

in Transmission Plant investments. 21 

 22 

Interveners who favoured the continued use of the Peak and Average methodology 23 

identified the reasons for which this methodology was selected and approved for use by the 24 

PUB in Order 107/96. The reasons identified were as follows: 25 

 The methodology reflects both cost causation, and non-cost causal factors such as 26 

fairness and equity by considering how Centra’s system is used at times other than 27 

the peak day; 28 

 The methodology is used in industry and accepted as being cost causative; and 29 

 The methodology is simple and easy to execute.  30 

 31 
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Conversely, other interveners discussed the possibility of using a Coincident Peak allocator 1 

or Direct Assignment of specific transmission assets in lieu of the current Peak and Average 2 

methodology which was described as “muting the ability to track costs related to peak 3 

capacity of the system1” since a significant portion of costs are allocated on annual volumes.  4 

 5 

Appropriateness of Postage Stamp Rates 6 

Related to the discussion of the allocation of transmission investment costs, there was a 7 

divergence of opinion regarding the appropriateness of assigning certain costs to all 8 

customer classes on a pro-rata basis. While some interveners proposed a Direct Assignment 9 

of costs be considered in relation to recent and future transmission investments, others 10 

submitted that current allocation approaches and the continued use of the postage stamp 11 

principle remained appropriate. 12 

 13 

Given the integrated nature of a utility system and the significant number of customers it 14 

serves, it is not possible to design rates to recover the precise cost of serving each customer’s 15 

(or customer class’) specific situation and requirements. A balance must be struck to produce 16 

customer classes and rate structures that are both fair and reasonable while remaining 17 

simple and practical enough to enable efficient and effective implementation for billing 18 

purposes. 19 

 20 

In Manitoba, the concept of “postage stamp” rate making has been an accepted 21 

fundamental rate making principle for several decades.  Postage stamp rates are set without 22 

regard for the location of individual customers on the system and as such, results in an 23 

average cost of serving customers within a class.  This concept has been described as “equal 24 

rates for equal service”.     25 

 26 

Introduction of a Zone of Reasonableness in the Rate-setting Process 27 

As discussed previously, the primary objective of the study is to apportion the utility’s costs 28 

amongst customer classes.  These costs are then compared to the expected revenue by class.  29 

                                                      
1 Centra’s 2019/20 GRA, Pre-Filed Testimony of Andrew McLaren’s, Page 8-9 
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This comparison is known as a Revenue to Cost Coverage ratio (“RCC”).  A customer class 1 

with revenues equal to apportioned costs would have an RCC of one (“unity”).  In Centra’s 2 

case, in accordance with PUB Order 8/97, rates are explicitly set to recover exactly the 3 

amount of costs allocated to each class and keep the RCC ratio at unity. However, it is 4 

generally accepted in utility ratemaking that a reasonable range of revenue to cost ratios is 5 

acceptable and still reflective of cost-based rates.  6 

 7 

Intervenors appeared to generally agree that the introduction of a ZOR was reasonable, but 8 

one intervener cautioned that one should not be introduced prior to a full Cost of Service 9 

Methodology review2.  10 

 11 

Independent Cost of Service Methodology Review 12 

As discussed in Section 1.0, Centra retained Atrium at the direction of the PUB to review its 13 

Cost of Service Methodology, including the specific cost allocation concerns arising out of 14 

the 2019/20 GRA. Based on their independent review, Atrium made recommendations with 15 

respect to the following aspects of Centra’s Cost of Service Methodology: 16 

1. The allocation of demand-related transmission costs 17 

a. Peak Allocator 18 

b. Direct Assignment 19 

2. The allocation of demand-related Distribution costs 20 

3. The method for classifying Distribution between Demand and Customer 21 

4. The allocation of contracted upstream capacity 22 

a. Leased storage 23 

b. Pipeline 24 

 25 

Atrium’s report on the review of Centra’s Cost of Service Methodology including its 26 

recommendations is provided in Appendix 1 to this Application.  27 

 28 

                                                      
2 Centra’s 2019/20 GRA, Pre-Filed Evidence of D. Rainkie and K. Derksen on behalf of the Consumers Association 
of Canada (Manitoba Branch) 
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Centra has reviewed and assessed Atrium’s recommendations and has provided its response 1 

in Section 4.0 below.    2 
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4.0 CENTRA’S RESPONSE TO ATRIUM’S RECOMMENDATIONS 1 

 2 

Centra has considered the findings and recommendations of Atrium. In some cases, 3 

evaluation of the recommendations along with perspectives of stakeholders shared through 4 

the 2019/20 GRA has caused Centra to reconsider prior Cost of Service perspectives as 5 

reflected in the discussion below.  Some recommendations will require further investigation 6 

as to their feasibility, however, Centra is providing its position with respect to these 7 

recommendations at this time.  8 

 9 

4.1 ALLOCATION METHOD FOR DEMAND-RELATED COSTS 10 

 11 

4.1.1 RECOMMENDATION: REPLACE PEAK AND AVERAGE WITH A COINCIDENT PEAK DAY 12 

ALLOCATION METHOD 13 

Recommendation: Atrium recommends the exclusive use of a Coincident Peak Day allocation 14 

of transmission mains and the demand component of distribution mains. Atrium further 15 

recommends the use of Centra’s design day peak demand as superior to using an actual peak 16 

day demand or an historical average of multiple peak day demands for the purposes of 17 

deriving the allocation of demand-related costs of transmission and distribution pipeline 18 

facilities.  19 

 20 

Centra’s Position and Rationale: The Peak and Average methodology has been used since 21 

1996 and recognizes the utilization of the system as an explicit factor to be included in the 22 

determination of cost responsibility. Centra believes that its historic use of the Peak and 23 

Average allocator has been both a reasonable and a practical solution to incorporating 24 

fairness considerations in the development of rates.  25 

 26 

While the use of a Coincident Peak allocator would be a departure from Centra’s long-27 

standing PUB approved methodology, it more accurately reflects the cost causation 28 

principle. Centra has previously opined3 that a peak day allocation would result in a more 29 

                                                      
3 PUB-Centra-I-106 2009/10 & 2010/11 GRA. 
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pure cost causal allocation, but that the Peak and Average allocator was used to reflect a 1 

level of fairness in the cost allocation process to ensure that all classes that use the system 2 

contribute towards the capacity costs of the system. In part, this treatment was deemed 3 

necessary as it was assumed that Interruptible customers were being curtailed at the time 4 

of system peak. Without incorporating usage into the allocation of capacity costs, the 5 

Interruptible Class would not have contributed to the recovery of any capacity costs.   6 

 7 

With the evolution of Centra’s system and the Interruptible Class, there are allocation 8 

methods other than Peak and Average that can be used while still ensuring cost recovery 9 

from all users of the system. The Interruptible Class can be included in the calculation of the 10 

Coincident Peak allocator for two reasons. First, the Interruptible Customers use Centra’s 11 

distribution system to receive Alternate Supply4 even while being curtailed for upstream 12 

capacity factors. Second, Centra includes the Interruptible Class capacity requirements in its 13 

downstream capacity planning criteria. This ensures all customers that use the system pay 14 

for a portion of the system and is more closely aligned with cost causation than a Peak and 15 

Average allocator.  16 

 17 

Centra supports transitioning to a more pure cost-causation approach afforded by the use 18 

of a Coincident Peak allocator for the allocation of transmission and distribution demand-19 

related costs as recommended by Atrium.  20 

 21 

Implementation Considerations: To reliably meet the requirements of all customers, the 22 

transmission and distribution system must be able to supply the peak demand on the system. 23 

Design Day corresponds to the day with the highest coincident system peak conditions that 24 

the system is designed to meet under extreme weather conditions.  As Centra uses a peak 25 

design hour approach for planning purposes, a Design Day metric by customer class is 26 

currently not available. As this metric will take time to develop, the illustrative impacts of 27 

the recommendations in Appendix 4 utilize the current peak day definition, as developed for 28 

                                                      
4 Alternate Supply is any supply or source of gas that the Company may offer from time to time, in lieu of 
curtailment, to Interruptible Sales Service Customers.  
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the purposes of the Peak and Average allocator which by contrast assumes an average winter 1 

and is based on three years of historical data.  2 

 3 

4.1.2 DIRECT ASSIGNMENT OF TRANSMISSION PLANT TO THE SPECIAL CONTRACT AND 4 

POWER STATION CLASSES  5 

Atrium makes two recommendations with respect to Direct Assignment of certain 6 

Transmission Plant assets.  7 

 8 

Recommendations:  9 

1) Atrium recommends a direct assignment of the transmission mains that serve the Special 10 

Contract customer’s industrial facility, with no additional allocation of the broader 11 

transmission system.  12 

 13 

2) Atrium recommends that there be a direct assignment to the Power Station class for the 14 

pipeline facilities directly serving the Manitoba Hydro Power Station from the Brandon 15 

Primary Gate Station. 16 

 17 

Centra’s Position and Rationale: Gas pipeline infrastructure systems, such as the one serving 18 

the City of Brandon, are highly interconnected systems consisting of plant assets that are not 19 

considered to function independently of each other. Such systems are managed with the 20 

understanding that changes to one aspect of the system will typically impact other aspects 21 

of the system with respect to performance or redundancy considerations. In order to 22 

determine whether a specific cost serves a customer class or customer classes and should 23 

be directly assigned, the characteristics of the particular cost need to be considered. 24 

Generally, costs may be considered for Direct Assignment if they exhibit the following 25 

characteristics: 26 

 27 

 The cost can be clearly identified separately from all other costs; and 28 

 The cost exclusively and independently serves one identifiable function or customer 29 

class, and no other. 30 
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While this has not always been the case, Centra’s system configuration has evolved and 1 

based on conditions assumed in the Cost of Service Study (i.e. normal operating conditions), 2 

Centra is able to identify facilities that are used to serve the Special Contract Class exclusively 3 

and do not serve load for any other customers.  4 

 5 

Additionally, the pipelines that serve this customer class predominantly have a one-way 6 

relationship with the rest of the system. This is to say that the remainder of the transmission 7 

system can receive pressure and capacity support from the pipelines that serve the Special 8 

Contract Class, but the rest of the Brandon system, with the exception of the facilities serving 9 

the Brandon Power Station, cannot generally be used to serve the load requirements of the 10 

Special Contract Class. 11 

 12 

Similarly, the facilities that serve the Power Station in Brandon do not serve any other 13 

customers under normal operating conditions. Furthermore, given both the customers’ 14 

inability to utilize other parts of Centra’s system from an operating perspective (i.e. the 15 

requirement for unodourized gas and high-pressure requirements), Centra supports 16 

Atrium’s recommendation for a Direct Assignment approach for the Special Contract Class 17 

and the Brandon Power Station.  18 

 19 

Both the Special Contract and Power Station Classes use gas very differently than all other 20 

gas customers and their usage can vary significantly based on operating conditions, market 21 

conditions and the price of natural gas.  Given that their unique usage characteristics makes 22 

it inherently difficult to forecast usage for both classes, a Direct Assignment of costs also has 23 

the benefit of providing greater rate stability to other customer classes. As additional 24 

investments are required on the specific pipelines being directly assigned to these classes, 25 

the capital costs of the pipelines will be allocated directly to these classes and will increase 26 

in future studies.   27 

 28 

Overall, a Direct Assignment is a reasonable approach in the current circumstances and will 29 

provide a stable allocation of costs for both the Special Contract and Power Station Classes.  30 

  31 
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Implementation Considerations: Centra notes that the Selkirk Power Station is no longer 1 

part of the transmission grid and the assets associated with generating power were retired 2 

on March 31, 2021 and will be physically decommissioned once a decommissioning plan is 3 

established and approved. However, for the purposes of developing illustrative impacts of 4 

the recommendations, the load for the Power Station Class is the same as what was filed in 5 

the 2019/20 GRA and has not been adjusted to reflect the reduced volumes resulting from 6 

the retirement of the Selkirk Power Station. As a result, the illustrative impacts assume the 7 

Power Station Class is receiving an allocation of the entire transmission system (less any 8 

assets being directly assigned) related to the forecast load of the Selkirk Power Station as 9 

well as the Direct Assignment related to the transmission assets serving the Brandon Power 10 

Station. 11 

 12 

Centra also notes that any implementation of this recommendation also needs to consider 13 

the “franchise expansion adjustment” which has been in place since the 2003/04 GRA and is 14 

intended to mitigate rate impacts related to expansion projects that occurred in the mid-15 

1990s.  Based on the method described in PUB MFR 5, customers whose rates are 16 

predominantly transmission-based have their Revenue Requirement reduced by the 17 

adjustment.  Since neither the Special Contract nor the Power Station Class is being allocated 18 

costs related to the expansion under this recommended Direct Assignment approach, it is 19 

no longer appropriate to assign them a mitigating adjustment. Should the recommendation 20 

to use a Direct Assignment, as well as the recommendation to move to a Coincident Peak 21 

allocator in lieu of Peak and Average be approved, there will no longer be a reason to 22 

continue with the “franchise expansion adjustment”. As a result, and for consistency, 23 

Centra’s illustrative impacts included in Appendix 4 reflect an elimination of the adjustment 24 

for all classes. 25 

 26 

4.2 REFRESH THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE CUSTOMER COMPONENT OF DISTRIBUTION 27 

MAINS 28 

 29 

Recommendation: Atrium recommends revisiting Centra’s basis for the Customer 30 

component of distribution mains using either a zero intercept or minimum system method.  31 
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 1 

Centra’s Position and Rationale: Centra acknowledges that the use of a minimum system or 2 

zero-intercept study to classify costs between Demand and Customer could produce results 3 

different than Centra’s current split, which is based on the historic results of a diameter 4 

length study. While the current level of detail in its plant records is insufficient for Centra to 5 

undertake a zero-intercept study at this time; some work is currently underway that may 6 

provide sufficient granularity to perform the study in the future. As the current 67%/33% 7 

split between Demand and Customer is within industry standards, Centra is not proposing 8 

or committing to undertake any additional studies on this matter at this time and awaits 9 

feedback from stakeholders as part of this proceeding.  10 

 11 

4.3 CONSIDER AN ALTERNATIVE APPROACH TO THE ALLOCATION OF UPSTREAM 12 

CAPACITY RESOURCES 13 

 14 

Recommendation:  15 

1) Atrium recommends that Centra consider evaluating an alternative allocation approach to 16 

upstream contracted pipeline and storage capacity resources. We suggest a seasonal 17 

resource stack-based analysis of each pipeline and storage capacity resource’s contribution 18 

to the seasonal and peak day demands of its customers. The analysis should include modeling 19 

the use of pipeline capacity for serving the seasonal customer demands vis-a-vis storage 20 

injections as well as peak day. 21 

 22 

2) In place of the aforementioned analysis, as an alternative approach for storage and related 23 

pipeline injection and redelivery capacity, Centra should use the winter season demand in 24 

excess of summer season demand. Winter season throughput would be an alternative 25 

allocation method for Supplemental Supply. An alternative allocation method for year-round 26 

pipeline capacity should be peak day demand, at the design day level. 27 

 28 

Centra’s Position and Rationale: Consistent with Centra’s position on the recommendation 29 

for downstream capacity costs, Centra is proposing to discontinue its use of the Peak and 30 

Average allocator for upstream capacity costs. Centra has considered Atrium’s 31 
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recommendations for upstream capacity costs and based on Centra’s specific circumstances, 1 

the alternative approach outlined by Atrium is worthy of additional consideration.  2 

 3 

Atrium’s alternative treatment for both the year-round pipeline capacity (Coincident Peak) 4 

and contracted storage and associated pipeline capacity (Winter Season Demand in excess 5 

of Summer Season Demand) is reflective of cost causation and the latter is anticipated to 6 

provide similar results and is much easier to understand and far less complex to implement 7 

than pursuing the more costly analysis for the seasonal Resource Stack-based option.  8 

 9 

Centra’s contracted upstream peak capacity does not include the peak requirements of the 10 

Interruptible class. As a result, Centra proposes to exclude the Interruptible Class from the 11 

allocation of year-round pipeline capacity.  12 

 13 

As the needs of the Interruptible Class are served using gas from storage, Centra proposes 14 

to include the Interruptible Class in the allocation of storage and related pipeline 15 

injections/redelivery capacity costs.  16 

 17 

4.4 ADDITIONAL RECOMMENDATIONS 18 

 19 

4.4.1 INDEXING SERVICE LINE STUDY TO CURRENT COSTS 20 

Atrium recommends that Centra update the meters study from the current 2004 study with 21 

data up to the most currently available. Atrium further recommends that Centra index the 22 

vintage year installation cost data to current year costs in future service line studies. Because 23 

the service study is conducted using installed costs and not plant in service, this will provide 24 

a more equivalent comparison of cost of installation for developing the weighting factors. 25 

 26 

Centra’s Position and Rationale: Centra supports the recommendation to update the service 27 

line study and plans to do so for its next GRA. Centra also agrees that indexing the results of 28 

the study is a worthwhile refinement and will incorporate the recommendation into its next 29 

study.   30 

 31 
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4.4.2 ZONE OF REASONABLENESS 1 

Recommendation: Many utilities and regulatory commissions recognize a zone of 2 

reasonableness in setting class revenue responsibility, with the use of parity ratios as a guide, 3 

and we recommend that it be considered in this instance whereby a full cost of service 4 

methodological review has been undertaken. 5 

 6 

Centra’s Position and Rationale: As a ZOR recognizes the range of judgment that applies 7 

when conducting Cost of Service studies and would facilitate considerations of fairness and 8 

equity as well as rate stability and gradualism at the rate design stage, Centra is supportive 9 

of the recommendation put forward by Atrium to establish a ZOR and intends to bring 10 

forward its recommendation as part of its next GRA. 11 

 12 

4.4.3 ELIMINATION OF CO-OP CLASS 13 

Centra is also recommending the elimination of the Co-op Class from the Cost of Service 14 

Study given the low likelihood of increased participation by customers that would fall into 15 

this class. In Centra’s view, it is appropriate to close the Co-op Class and proposes to reflect 16 

that change at the next GRA.    17 
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5.0 CENTRA’S PROPOSED COST OF SERVICE METHODOLOGY 1 

 2 

The proposed recommendations by Atrium reflect their view that Cost of Service Studies 3 

should stand on their own objective merits and reflect only considerations of cost causation. 4 

This is consistent with the approach used for Manitoba Hydro’s electric Cost of Service Study, 5 

which then considers fairness and equity at the rate design stage5. Centra supports using the 6 

same approach for its gas operations which allows for a more transparent assessment of 7 

such considerations than is possible when non cost-causal factors are embedded within the 8 

methodology.   9 

 10 

Centra has modelled the following recommendations proposed by Atrium and is supportive 11 

of this methodology for use in future rate-setting processes:  12 

 Use of a Coincident Peak Allocator for the purposes of allocating Transmission and 13 

Distribution demand-related costs.  14 

 Directly assign the costs of transmission-related costs to the Special Contract Class and 15 

the Brandon Power Station. 16 

 Use of a Coincident Peak Allocator for the purposes of allocating year-round pipeline 17 

capacity. 18 

 Use of the excess Winter Season Demand over Summer Season Demand for the purposes 19 

of allocating storage capacity and the related contracted pipeline capacity required for 20 

injection/redelivery.  21 

 22 

5.1 ILLUSTRATIVE RESULTS OF THE PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 23 

 24 

Centra’s evaluation of Atrium’s recommendations was completed in accordance with 25 

Atrium’s position and industry practice that costs should be assigned to the classes of service 26 

based on the design and operational considerations of the utility’s system rather than on 27 

achieving results that support a desired outcome for the allocation of revenues to classes 28 

and/or rate design. Centra’s support of the recommendations made by Atrium as outlined 29 

                                                      
5 PUB Order in Respect of Manitoba Hydro’s Electric Cost of Service Order 164/16, page 27 
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herein is based upon how they comport with the way Centra plans and operates its system 1 

and not on the potential allocation of Revenue Requirements by class that would occur as a 2 

result of these recommendations.  3 

To assist in understanding the potential directional results these recommendations would 4 

have on the Cost of Service Study, the illustrative results are provided in the figure below. 5 

 6 

Figure 10: Allocation Results of Revenue Requirement by Customer Class ($000’s)  7 

 8 

 9 

5.2 PROPOSED INTERIM MEASURE TO ADDRESS IMPACTS ARISING FROM 10 

METHODOLOGY IF APPROVED BY THE PUB 11 

 12 

Consistent with the directive in Order 152/19, the outcome of this Application is to obtain 13 

PUB approval of a Cost of Service Methodology to be utilized by Centra in future rate 14 

applications.  Accordingly, Centra is not seeking approval of natural gas sales rates as part of 15 

this Application as rate changes are typically sought through a GRA.  16 

 17 

Customer Class

Approved COS 

Methodology

Proposed COS 

Methodology
Increase/ 

(Decrease)

SGS $128,542 $130,239 $1,697

LGS $54,398 $55,132 $734

High Volume Firm $13,050 $11,587 ($1,463)

Co-op $18 $15 ($3)

Mainline $2,225 $1,738 ($487)

Special Contract $2,299 $1,069 ($1,229)

Power Stations $280 $851 $571

Interruptible $1,599 $1,779 $180

Primary Gas $115,089 $115,089 ($0)

Supplemental Firm $10,998 $10,998 ($0)

Supplemental Interruptible $760 $760 $0

Fixed Rate Primary Gas $64 $64 $0

Total Cost of Service $329,321 $329,321 $0

2019/20 Test Year 

Approved Revenue Requirement
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However, Centra recognizes that if the PUB ultimately approves this Application (or some 1 

version of it that would result in similar impacts for these classes), the illustrative results for 2 

certain customer classes are significant such that contrary to typical convention, the PUB and 3 

parties may want to consider as part of this regulatory proceeding an interim measure to 4 

immediately adjust current rates for the Special Contract and Power Station Classes.  5 

 6 

If the PUB is so inclined, a practical potential interim approach for consideration would be to 7 

reinstate the Special Contract Class’s non-gas portion of rates to those that were in effect 8 

prior to the 2019/20 GRA. This potential interim approach would immediately lessen the 9 

costs being allocated to the Special Contract Class by removing the impacts to this class that 10 

resulted from the large transmission investments reflected at the last GRA while aligning 11 

them closer to the allocated costs to this class if a Direct Assignment approach is approved 12 

by the PUB.  13 

 14 

To recognize the effect that the Direct Assignment approach also has on the allocated costs 15 

for the Power Station Class, as a potential interim approach until the next GRA when rates 16 

are set based upon current costing information, the Power Station Class could 17 

correspondingly absorb the revenue deficiency created by the immediate interim relief 18 

provided to the Special Contract Class (as indicated in the figure below).   19 

 20 

While the considerations required for both the Special Contract and Power Station Classes 21 

are independent of each other (i.e. the cost allocation results of the Direct Assignment for 22 

one class does not produce the results of the allocation of the other class), given their off-23 

setting nature this potential interim approach, if adopted, has the added benefit of 24 

maintaining existing rates for all other customer classes and revenue neutrality for Centra, 25 

both of which are reasonable and expected outcomes of this Cost of Service Methodology 26 

review.   27 

  28 
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Figure 11: Interim Measure – Power Stations & Special Contract Non-Gas Costs Allocation 1 

($000’s) 2 

Customer 

Class 

PUB Approved Non-Gas 

Costs 2019/20 GRA 

MH Proposed  

Interim Measure 

Increase/ 

(Decrease) 

Special Contract $2,223 $1,385 ($838)1 

Power Stations $187 $1,025 $838 

Total $2,410 $2,410 $0 
1 To bring Special Contract Class to the level of non-gas costs in effect prior to the 2019/20 GRA requires an 3 

adjustment of $838K, which will be reallocated to the Power Station Class. 4 

 5 

With the narrow exception of introducing the potential interim approach to provide some 6 

immediate relief to the Special Customer Class for consideration as noted above, Centra is 7 

not proposing any other rate adjustments or design changes in this Application, nor should 8 

the scope of this proceeding be amended to do so, as all rate design issues are best 9 

contemplated once the underlying principles of a Cost of Service Methodology have been 10 

fully established, approved and reflected in a new cost of service study that would be filed 11 

in support of Centra’s next GRA.   12 
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